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FLORENCE ROAD, BN1 6DL
£400,000-£425,000

Florence Road is a popular residential location situated between Preston Park and Preston Circus.
It is a stone’s throw away from the bustling London Road which benefits from restaurants, cafes,
shops, bars and many other amenities. With its ideal location, you are at the heart of all major
transport links in and out of the city. A one minute walk to London Road station and fifteen to
Brighton station, there re are excellent commuter links into central London.

Jack Taggart & Co are delighted to offer you this sought after maisonette in Florence Road. Upon
entering this Victorian Terraced property, which is set back from the road and guided up to the front
door by original tiles. entering the property, you have an internal set of stairs which takes you to
your spacious landing on the first floor. This property boasts period and some modern features with
grey carpets and white walls. To get this property to its full potential, and to add market value, it
has potential to modernise throughout. The kitchen is light and airy with plenty of cupboard space
and room to integrate white goods and a dining table in the middle. Moving further through this
desirable apartment, you pass a W/C and the bathroom which has been recently renovated with a
modern bath suite. The master bedroom is located up two steps from the bathroom and is a large
space with tall ceilings and near enough floor to ceiling windows looking over your private garden,
this room also boasts sanded down original flooring.

Covering the entire front of the house, the living room is an exceptional size with deep box bay
windows, perfect for a dining table. The south facing windows fill this extremely large room with
light. The original open marble fireplace takes the spotlight to warm the room during winter. Up to
the second floor the loft conversion is an effective space for a master bedroom suite also boasts
an en suite shower room which has a modern finish with contemporary tiles.

Returning to the kitchen, a door opens to the decked terrace, which is perfectly positioned to catch
the last of the sun all year round. The west of the garden holds views across the Preston Valley.
Down the steps lead to the garden path that leads you to your rear garden space which is perfectly
secluded to sit with family and friends all summer long.

This property is fitted with double glazing and gas central heating. It will not be available for long,
viewing is highly recommended.


